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Need for an alternative economic model

Opportunity for assessing the role and potential of SSE in engendering post-conflict reconstruction.
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Eight cooperatives (producers, artisans, sellers) [out of 105]
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Nepal


Women’s SACCOs

12 cooperatives [out of 50]

6 focus group discussions (8-12 participants each)

32 in-depth interviews
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• Women’s access to financial services – remittances.

• Pooling of resources for income-generating activities, key services, and community needs – ran health camps, procured educational materials, pooled childcare so that women could engage in their livelihoods-related activities.

• Linking security and livelihoods:
  • awareness campaigns and community mobilization
  • paralegal teams
  • brokered reconciliation conversations between partisan groups
  • emphasized social inclusion in their membership practices
  • Human trafficking and domestic violence.
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- Livelihoods restoration through network of cooperatives generated employment for 805 women riot survivors in camps.

- Subsidies for the purchase of productive equipment lost during the riots

- Trained members in camps to provide basic health care; provision of mobile banking, low interest loans, and insurance.

- Organized women into groups:
  - community meetings to address violence and security issues.
  - pool resources in women’s groups for advocacy of their interests.
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• Existing SSE vs. starting these from the ground up in post-conflict contexts

• Relationship between SSE organizations and international donors (target-based approaches).

• Expansion, and scaling up, and challenging existing social hierarchies.

• Role of cooperatives should not be to fill the social cracks of neoliberal peacebuilding.
Upshot: an alternative vision
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